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MS3 Pro PCB V5.3 baseboard for 99-05 Miata 

Revision date April 6, 2022 
 
This board is used with the MS3 Pro module.  Depending on the year of Miata, you install the  
99-00 or the 01-05 ECU connector (made by Tyco). 
A number of circuits are obligatory while a others are optional.  
The board is hardwired to do certain functions. For example, constant barometric correction is 
hardwired to AIN1. However, most in- and outputs are brought out to seperate header pins as well, 
meaning that if you do not use that function (barometric correction in this example), you can use 
that input for something else.  
At the end of this document is a table with all hardwired Tunerstudio connections.  
There’s also a table for the TinyIOx that you can fill out with your settings.  
Finally there!s some instructions on how to install the Megasquirt in your car and how to load 
firmware on it.  
Please let me know if this manual is unclear, I do my best to update this manual with your remarks 
and questions.  
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Before you start.   
 
Take a look at the pictures at the end of this document.  It’ll give you an idea of what your 
assembled board is supposed to look like. 
 
Try to put the board into your ECU case. If you have a 1.6 you will need to sand or file down the 
corners to make some clearance. You do not want this to be a snug fit so make a millimeter or two 
of extra clearance so that the board has a tiny bit of wiggle room when installed. 
 

Install 2x22 and 2x23 female headers onto the main board (not 
on the MS3 module yet). After you attach a few solder beads stop 
and double check that the header is facing the right direction (up).  
It’s difficult to find 2x22 and 2x23 female headers, so you want to 
use 2x20 headers and cut a piece of a 3rd spare to the make 2x2 
and 2x3 parts.   
Ebay: 2.54mm 2X20 40Pin Double Row Female Straight Header 
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2x2 and 2x3 headers do exist should you want a professional install J. 
Ebay: 2x2 Pin 2.54mm Double Row Female Straight Header 
Ebay: 2x3 Pin 2.54mm Double Row Female Straight Header 
 

 
Attach 2x22 and 2x23 male header pin strips to the MS3 Pro board. 
You want to use strips with long pins otherwise your Pro will be too 
close to the main board.   
Again after you put the first solder beads on stop and double check 
they are installed correctly. Take your time on this step. There are a 
lot of small components than can be damaged if you are not careful. I 
generally find I need to move the board around many times to get a 
good safe angle. I would also recommend visually inspecting each 
solder joint on here with a 10x loupe if possible. 
 

Ebay: 2.54mm Pitch 2x40 Pin 80 Pin Double Row Straight Male Header Strip L= 17mm 
 
Attach the Tyco connector. On the back of this connector are screw holes. You can salvage these 
screws from an old ECU.  The connector can be bought from Mouser or Onlinecomponents. 
90-95: Tyco 174917-6 or 174917-7 
96-97: Tyco 174915-6  
99-00: Tyco 178764-1  
01-05: Tyco 1123038-2 
You can find much more alternative part numbers on Tyco’s site (www.te.com).  The last part 
behind the dash is usually a color indicator, so leave that part out when searching for alternative 
partnumbers. 
 
Now solder on all necessary circuits. 
 
All capacitors used are at least 35V. 
All resistors used are at least 1/8W. 
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1. CMP and CKP pullups (NEEDED) 
Install the 1K pullup resistors for the crank (CKP) and camshaft (CKP) 
signals. 
The 3 other pullups are optional bias resistors for the analog inputs. 
These are usually 2.49K (see 5.). 
 

AIN1 is hardwired for constant baro correction (see 4.) 
AIN2 is a spare 
AIN3 is hardwired for EGT (see 15.) 
 
2. MAP sensor (NEEDED) 

 Install a MPX4250AP or a MPX6400A in U3. 
Use 2 (plastic) bolts or a tie wrap to secure the sensor. 
 
Drill a hole in the ecu case for the vacuum line.   
 

 
3. USB connector (NEEDED) 

 There!s a USB connector on board as well of course.   
It uses a standard USB printer cable.   
You!ll need to cut out a notch of the ecu case to clear it. 
I like to solder the locating tabs as well. 

 
4. Constant barometric correction (optional) 

Install: 
• MPXH6400A  
• 1K resistor in R16  
• 220nF in C4 and 100 nF in C5 
Remark: In TunerStudio, use analog input 1 (AIN1) for this function.  
When not using constant barometric correction, you can use the AIN1 
analog input for other purposes.   

 
5. Spare analog and digital inputs 

 There!s headers for the spare digital 
(DFIN1,2,3 and DI1,2,3,4) and all 
analog inputs (AIN1,2,3).   
A 12V pullup resistor for DI4 can be 
fitted as well as 5V bias resistors for the 

analog inputs.  These are located next to the CKP and CMP pullups (see 1.). 
 
Remark:  
• AIN1 is used for constant barometric correction (see 4). 
• DI1 is launch control (DI1 is the middle pin of the Launch header).   

Install a jumper from the middle pin to the EU or US side. 
• DFIN1 & DFIN2 are for the Speeduino VR conditioner (see 13).   
• DI3 is used for the A/C input signal. 
• DI4 is the same as "Digital Switched 12V in!.  Some MS firmwares label it DI4, others label it 
"12V in!.  Rather confusing ... 
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6. Jumpers (only 01-05) 
If you have a MSM, install the single jumper in the left position, for all other cars, 
install all 3 jumpers in the right position 

 
 
 

7. Other spare in- and outputs  
 
All unused spark and hi-current outputs are made available 
as well.   
 

• INJ E & F are also used for the A/C.  
Their solder points are next to the J4 header, not on 
the Hi current header. 
When not using A/C, the outputs can be used for other 
purposes. 

 
 
 
 

8. Free pins on the ECU connector 
All spare in- and outputs can be brought to spare pins on the ECU connector.   
Simply solder a jumper wire between a spare pin and the desired Megasquirt in- or output. 

 
 
 

 
9. Bluetooth module (optional)  

You can place a HC-05 / HC-06 bluetooth module in the 4 solder points 
marked 'Bluetooth'.  Because the module works at TTL 
level, also install the TTL to RS232 conversion circuit:  
Install:  

• 4 x 100nF  
• MAX232 

Again, cut the ecu case to clear the antenna. 
 

 
10. Wifi module ESP8266 (optional) 

Instead of a Bluetooth module, you could use a Wifi module.   
It is TTL as well, so requires the Bluetooth TTL conversion circuit (see 9.)  
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11. Proto area 
 
Build additional circuits in the proto area. 
There!s solder points for 12V, 5V and LGND.  
The solder points in each column are interconnected.  
3.3V solder points are located next to the LM1117-3.3V above.   
Using this implies soldering in the 3.3V power supply of course.  
 

12. Alternator control (NEEDED) 
Although MS3 can control the alternator through software, I advise controlling it by hardware 
because of 2 reasons.   
The 1st reason is that I could never get the software PWM alternator control working right. I played 
with it but it either didn!t charge at all or only charged over 16V, with spikes over 18V. After hours 
of fiddling, I managed to get it sort of stable, but there were still occasional spikes over 16V.  No 
matter what I tried, I just couldn!t get it 100% stable.  
When my MS3 Pro finally blew up, I decided to call it quits and used this circuit. 
The 2nd reason is that the programmed injector dead time is directly related to battery voltage, 
meaning that if you have voltage swings # something the Megasquirt most definitely has # your 
injector dead time changes accordingly!  I do not want my mixture going out of wack whenever I 
open my windows or turn on the headlights, radio etc. 
For the low cost and the little time it takes to build, I see no point in spending hours trying to get 
software pwm right.  The circuit is proved to be rock solid to within 0.1V over the entire rpm band, 
without ever having to worry about it again.  With software control you'll be playing with it for days.   
 
12.1. Hardware alternator control (advised) 
Install all components in the alternator circuit and place both control jumpers in the left position - 
hardware.  
C3 (100$F) has the wrong footprint so make sure to install it correctly: the positive lead in the left 
hole (see picture below). 
 

Also install the voltage adjust pot at the corner of the board.  The 
pot supplied is set at roughly the correct position so just solder it 
in place as-is.  
To adjust battery voltage, start the car and adjust to 14.4V at the 
battery. Turning right raises voltage. 
 
In  Tunerstudio, use PWM3 to disable the alternator (optional).   
Set PWM3 to activate when rpm < 600.  This turns off the 

alternator while cranking, minimising load on the engine.  Once rpm > 600, the alternator will turn 
on and start charging. 
 
12.2. Software alternator control 

Install no components in the alternator circuit.  
Place both alternator control jumpers in the right position - software. 
Install the 1K resistor (PMW3 pullup) on the edge of the board. 
 
In Tunerstudio use PWM3 in the Alternator control window. 

Be very careful as it is difficult to adjust.   
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13. EGT circuit (optional) 

Install a AD597 and the two 10K resistors. The probe connects to CRO and ALU. 
EGT_OUT is not connected to the cpu so run a wire from it to a free analog input.  
If you use the TinyIOx, first route the signal through a Voltage sensing circuit. 
 

14. Speeduino VR conditioner (optional) 
There's a spot for a Speeduino dual VR conditioner.  It's based on the MAX9926 
and can condition pretty much any signal you throw at it.  
  
In Tunerstudio, DFIN1 and DFIN2 are connected to OUT1 and OUT2. 
 
 
Install the Speeduino board with the components to the bottom as shown! 
 
Remark: DFIN1 and DFIN2 are also brought out to the digital header, so you can 
use them for other purposes should you not use the Speeduino VR conditioner. 
 
 

15. JBperf TinyIOx board (optional) 
Snap off the proto area and install the TinyIOx upside down above the 
Bluetooth module.  Use a stand-off to properly secure it.  All TinyIOx 
in- and outputs are brought out to seperate headers: TMPCH, ADC, 
I2C, PTE. 
Be advised that the TinyIOx needs all of its input signals to be 

conditioned. To protect the cpu first route your signal through a General Purpose Input conditioning 
circuit (for analog signals) or an Active low input circuit (for digital signals).  Then connect the 
output of the analog/digital conditioners to the TinyIOx inputs (ADC / TMPCH / PTE).  
There are 3 analog and 2 digital conditioners provided.  
Remark: Only the TinyIOx needs conditioners.  The MS3 Pro module does not because it has 
them built-in. 
 
16. Analog General Purpose Input conditioning circuits (optional) 

There's 3 GPI circuits next to J4.  The header is 
labeled ADC IN, with 3 inputs AN1, AN2, AN3. 
Each circuits consists of a 1K and 1M resistor, 
1nF and 220nF capacitors and also an optional 
2K49 bias resistor.  You need a bias resistor if 

your sensor is not one that gives a 0-5V signal but is a variable resistor.  The value 
depends on the sensor used but for a GM temperature sensor this is 2.49K.   
Bring an analog signal in on one of the AN1,2,3 pins.  The outputs are hardwired to 
AD1, AD2 and AD3 on the ADC header.  To avoid confusion I started numbered the inputs from 1, 
not zero and connected the outputs to AD1,2,3.  In other words, there is no conditioning circuit 
connected to AD0,4,5,6,8,9.  There's a small slikscreen error, see picture.  The labels AN1 and 
AN2 need to be swapped.  The header is connected correctly though, so it's merely a cosmetic 
issue ;). 
The GPI's can be configured to operate as resistance sensing circuits or voltage sensing circuits:  
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16.1. Resistance sensing circuit 
This circuit acts like a voltage divider. Notice that all 
components are installed except for Rb (1M).  Vcc is dropped 
to ground through Rbias and Rv. The output voltage to the 
processor is taken from between Rbias and Rv. 
This output voltage signal varies from 0 to 5 volts like so: 

Vout = Vcc * [(R_Variable)/(Rbias + R_variable)] 
Normally we want the middle of the ADC voltage range (i.e., 2.5 Volts) to correspond roughly to the 
middle of the sensors most widely used range. 
For example, with a GM temperature sensor, the resistance at 26%C is about 2500 Ohms, so 
2.5 = 5 * [(2500)/(Rbias + 2500)] and Rbias = 3400/(2.5/5) - 2500 = 2500 
This explains why the GM temperature sensors uses a 2K49 Ohm resistor. 
 
16.2. Voltage sensing circuit 

This circuit works well for voltages that DO NOT exceed 5V. 
Only install Ra (1K) and the 2 capacitors. 
If you are sensing a 12V signal, then you need to make a 
voltage divider from Ra and Rb. To do this, you can create a 
voltage divider by using Ra = 2 & Rb (Ra = 1K and Rb = 470 

works), then putting a 5.1 Volt Zener diode in place of the 220nF cap, with the banded end towards 
the processor (unbanded end to ground). 
 
17. GPO General purpose output circuits (optional) 
There's 2 GPO circuits. These can be configured to operate as grounding circuits 
(with or without flyback), LED drivers or grounding circuits with 'pull-up' voltage. 

 
The full circuit looks like this. 
GPOin goes to a MS3Pro or TinyIOx output pin, for example a spare 
spark output.   
GPOout goes to a circuit in your car. 
 
Depending on which components you install, several circuits are 
possible, ground circuit, flyback circuit, led driver or pullup circuit: 
 

17.1. Simple ground circuit 
This circuit simply grounds a device through a transistor, commanded by 
the processor. It's for low current devices that provide a voltage signal 
which can be pulled low (some ignition modules, LEDs...).  
The circuit has two states: grounded (active), and floating (inactive).  
If you need a 5 or 12V signal that switches from high to low (5 or 12V to 
ground), use the pull-up circuit instead.  
Install Ra (1K) and the transistor, no LED, no diode, no Rb, no jumper. 
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17.2. Flyback ground circuit 
The flyback is for devices like a relay or solenoid. 12V is supplied to the 
relay and is ground through a flyback ground circuit. Relays/solenoids 
create a flyback voltage spike when the current is stopped, and in this 
circuit this spike is passed back to the 12V supply through the diode 
(1N4001), reducing the potential for damage to the transistor.  
Install all components but not Rb and no LED.  Install the 12V jumper.   
If your relay is powered by 5 Volt, you should install the 5V jumper.  
 

17.3. Led driver 
This circuit is used to operate a LED. There are no external 
connections, however the LED can be moved off the board simply by 
extending the leads to the LED with wires.  
 
 
Install all components except for the diode, use the 5V jumper. 
Use 1K for Ra and 330 ohm for Rb. 

17.4. Pullup circuit 
The pull-up circuit is used to provide a 5 or 12V signal that switches 
from high to low (from 5 or 12V to ground).  
This is used for things like some ignition modules, and for connecting 
to some other electronic devices. 
 
Install all components except for the diode and replace the LED with 
a jumper.  Use 1K for Ra and 1K (12V) or 330 ohm (5V) for Rb. 

 
18. Active low input circuits (optional) 

There are 2 active low input circuits, 
labeled Digital input circuit ActiveLow1 
and 2, consisting of 2 diodes and a 1K 
pullup to 5V.  They are located next to 
the Bluetooth module and the MAX232 
chip.  Connect a wire from a hardware 

ground switch to the 'in' of the ActiveLow circuit.  The outputs are not routed to the TinyIOx, so run 
a wire from each output to a spare digital input.  The MS3 Pro module has the active low input 
circuits built-in so they're are only there for the TinyIOx. 
 
19. Main relay activation for 03-05 & MSM Miata  

If you have a 03-05 or MSM, you need to install the 1K resistor and ZTX450 to 
activate the main relay. 
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20. How to configure Tunerstudio: 
20.1. Connector J3 

99-00 01-05 connector J3 

 3Q  4R 
Pin 1 

HC1 (5A) High Current 1 VICS/VVT (non-MSM only)  
spare for MSM Pin 2 

1Q 3U Pin 3 
Pin 4 HC2 (5A) High Current 2 Alternator warning light 

1R 2B 
Pin 5 

INJ J (5A) Injector J FAN 
Pin 6 

  
Pin 7 

INJ I (5A) Injector I SPARE 
Pin 8 

    
Pin 9  

HC3 (5A)  
 
High Current 3  

EBC 
Pin 10 

3P+3N 2M+2O Pin 11 FP Fuel Pump Fuel Pump 
3M 2Q Pin 12 PWM1 (IDLE) Idle Valve Idle valve 
 1E 2R Pin 13 PWM2 (3A) PWM Output 2 CEL 

1O 3M Pin 14 PWM3 (3A) PWM Output 3 alternator control (in alternator software mode) 
alternator disable (in alternator hardware mode) 

3A+3B 3A+3B 
Pin 15 

PGND Power Ground GND 
Pin 16 

1B+3O 4AF+2P Pin 17 +12V +12VDC Power In 12V 
2I 4L Pin 18 +5REF +5VDC Power out 5V 
3F 4O Pin 19 SGND Signal Ground SGND  
2H 3V Pin 21 CMP+ Cam signal CMP 

2J 3Y Pin 23 CKP+ Crank signal CKP 
3F 4O Pin 25 SGND Signal Ground SGND  
3F 4O Pin 26 SGND Signal Ground SGND  
  Pin 27 DI1 Digital switched in 1 SPARE 

2C 4W Pin 28 O2 Oxygen Sensor Wideband 

    Pin 29 AIN2 Analog Input 2 SPARE– not connected to processor! Install 
JUMPER 

    Pin 30 AIN1 Analog Input 1 Baro Correction or SPARE– not connected to 
processor! Install JUMPER 

    Pin 31 AIN3 Analog Input 3 EGT or SPARE 

3E 4V Pin 32 TPS Throttle Position Sensor TPS 
2E 4P Pin 33 CLT Coolant Temperature  CLT 

2B 4N 
4R Pin 34 IAT Intake Air Temperature  IAT (non MSM) 

IAT2 (MSM) 
2K 3O Pin 35 TACH OUT Tachometer Output TACH 
    Pin 36 MAP MAP Sensor MAP 
2F 4M Pin 40 KNK1 Knock Sensor 1 KNK input 

  Pin 41 SRGND Serial Serial Ground`  
  Pin 42 LGND Logical Ground Gnd 
  Pin 43 CANH CANH Can High 
  Pin 44 CANL CANL Can Low 

  Pin 45 RX Serial RX 
  Pin 46 RX Serial RX 
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20.2. Connector J4 
 

99-00 01-05 connector J4 

3A+3B 3A+3B 
Pin 1 

PGND Power Ground GND 
Pin 2 

3H 3I Pin 3 SPKB (0.2A) Spark Output B SPK B 
3G 3F Pin 4 SPKA (0.2A) Spark Output A SPK A 
   Pin 5 SPKD (0.2A) Spark Output D SPK C or SPARE on spark header 
   Pin 6 SPKC (0.2A) Spark Output C SPK D or SPARE on spark header 
    Pin 7 SPKF (0.2A) Spark Output F SPARE  
    Pin 8 SPKE (0.2A) Spark Output E SPARE  

    Pin 9 SPKH (0.2A) Spark Output H SPARE  
    Pin 10 SPKG (0.2A) Spark Output G SPARE  

3A+3B 3A+3B 
Pin 11 

PGND Power Ground GND 
Pin 12 

3W 2A 
Pin 13 

INJA (5A) Injector A INJ A 
Pin 14 

3Y 2G 
Pin 15 

INJB (5A) Injector B INJ B 
Pin 16 

3Z 2J 
Pin 17 

INJC (5A) Injector C INJ C 
Pin 18 

3X 2D 
Pin 19 

INJD (5A) Injector D INJ D 
Pin 20 

1S 2K 
Pin 21 

INJE (5A) Injector E AC OUT or SPARE 
Pin 22 

1I 2C 
Pin 23 

INJF (5A) Injector F A/C fan or SPARE 
Pin 24 

  2N 
--- 

Pin 25 
INJG (5A) Injector G VTSC (01-05)  

spare (99-00) Pin 26 

    
Pin 27 

INJH (5A) Injector H SPARE  
Pin 28 

3A+3B 3A+3B 
Pin 29 

PGND Power Ground GND 
Pin 30 

   Pin 31 IAC2A (0.75A) Stepper Out 2A SPARE 
  Pin 32 IAC2B (0.75A) Stepper Out 2B SPARE  

  Pin 33 IAC1B (0.75A) Stepper Out 1B SPARE  
  Pin 34 IAC1A (0.75A) Stepper Out 1A SPARE  
   Pin 35 DFIN2 (15mA) Digital frequency in 2 Pin 7 on Speeduino (VSS2 out) 
   Pin 36 DFIN1 (15mA) Digital frequency in 1 Pin 8 on Speeduino (VSS1 out) 

    Pin 37 DI4 (12V) Digital switched in 12V SPARE 
1V/3I 4I Pin 38 DI3 Digital switched in 3 Launch 
1P 4F Pin 39 DFIN3 (15mA) Digital frequency in 3 AC IN 
2D 3T Pin 40 DI2 Digital switched in 2 VSS IN 
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21. TinyIOx  
21.1. Configuration: 

 
ADC channels AD mapping function remark 
ADC1       
ADC2       
ADC3       
ADC4       
ADC5       
ADC6       
ADC7       
ADC8       
ADC9       

Timer 1 (PWM inputs)       
TMP1CH0       
TMP1CH1       
TMP1CH2       
TMP1CH3       
Timer 2 (PWM outputs)       
TMP2CH0       
TMP2CH1       

Digital I/O's       
PTE2       
PTE3       

I2C bus       
SCL       
SDA       

RS-232       
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21.2. Setup 
In Tunerstudio - Vehicule Projects - Project Properties set 
everything like the screenshot below.   
The TinyIOx has CAN ID 4.   
Click the Device Configuration File button and select the 
TinyIO.ini file. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

21.3. Connecting the Innovate LC-1 or MTX-L to the TinyIOx 
If you have an Innovate wideband, you can send the data to 
the Megasquirt using the CANbus. 
In Tunderstudio, select the TinyIOx device and set the serial 
port settings to 'Read AFR from LC-1/LC-2'. 
Baud rate is 19200. 
 

 
 
Under 'AFR data settings', enable LC-1 reading from serial 
port. 
 

 
Open the CAN EGO, GPS menu under the CAN-bus / 
testmodes menu.  
Set Fetch EGO Data to Innovate format 
Set Remote CAN Id to your tinyIOx ID (Probably 4) 
Set the Table to 7 
Set the Offset to 76 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Now that the TinyIO is setup for AFR over 
CAN, you need to setup the Megasquirt to 
use CAN. 
 
Select your Megasquirt device, open Fuel 
settings - AFR / EGO control and set EGO 
1 Port to CAN EGO 
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